The Viking Triangle is one of the oldest urban quarters in the country. The highest quality materials and street fittings are used to make a series of spaces that reflect the civic and historical importance of the area. The overall approach was to repave the streets in granite and to make the surrounds of the Cathedral in Irish blue limestone, with large inset areas of Ballylusk gravel. Though specific in context, place and materials, the project is characterised by a positive uncertainty with regard to use. Its emptiness assumes change, across a season or a century.

By removing an existing plinth wall and railing to the south of the Franciscan Friary we make a generous area for street activities and events. This area is paved in large granite slabs, making a light-coloured surface against the walls of the Friary. Otherwise, one long granite bench is the only intervention made to the space.

Friary Square & Bailey’s New Street

By removing an existing plinth wall and railing to the south of the Franciscan Friary we make a generous area for street activities and events. This area is paved in large granite slabs, making a light-coloured surface against the walls of the Friary. Otherwise, one long granite bench is the only intervention made to the space.